In this paper there are found necessary and sufficient conditions that a pair of solvable finite groups, say G and K, must satisfy for the existence of a solvable finite group L containing two isomorphic copies of G and H inducing the same permutation character. Also a construction of L is given as an iterated wreath product, with respect to their actions on their natural modules, of finite one-dimensional affine groups.
Introduction
We shall say that two subgroups G and H of a finite group L are linked (in L) if the characters of L induced by the principal characters of G and H are equal. Equivalently, G and H are linked in L if | C ∩ G | = | C ∩ H | for each conjugacy class C of elements in K. It is obvious that conjugate subgroups of K are linked, but linked subgroups need not even to be isomorphic (see [1] , [3] , [4] and [8] ). This fact has been used to give examples of pairs of objects which have some similar properties but are not isomorphic. In [8] pairs of nonconjugate linked subgroups of a finite group are used to construct examples of arithmetically equivalent number fields which are not isomorphic. In [9] pairs (H, K) of nonisomorphic linked subgroups provide examples of pairs of isospectral riemannian manifolds which are not isometric; indeed it turns out that H and K are the fundamental groups of these manifolds. A natural question is: for which pairs of finite groups G and H there exists a group L with linked subgroups isomorphic to G and H?
It is easy to see that, if G and H are linked subgroups of L, then, for each n, the number of elements of order n in G is the same as in K. Conversely assume that G and H are finite groups satisfying this condition. Then G and H have the same number of elements, so we can embed G and H as regular subgroups of one suitable symmetric group. The images of these embeddings are linked subgroups in that symmetric group (this result appears in [8] ).
Assume now that G and H are linked subgroups of a p-group L. Choose a chief series for L and a generator for each of the chief factors of the series. This is called a Sylow sequence for L. Intersecting this series with G and H and eliminating repetitions, one finds Sylow sequences for G and H. If g is an element of G, note which chief factor it 'lives' in and which power of the generators it projects to. Repeat the same for g p , g p 2 , and so on. The result is the weight-leader sequence for g. Since G and H are linked in L and their Sylow sequences are obtained from that of L, it follows that, for each prescribed weight-leader sequence wl, the groups G and H have the same number of elements having weight-leader sequence equal to wl. Conversely if G and H satisfy this condition with respect to suitable Sylow sequences, then there exists a p-group L with linked subgroups isomorphic to G and H. The group L can be chosen to be a Sylow subgroup of the symmetric group on | H | letters (see [1] ).
This paper provides a similar condition for answering the question: given two finite solvable groups G and H, is there a finite solvable group with linked subgroups isomorphic to G and H? Instead of considering chief series, we define a 'weight sequence' of an element of G with respect to a series of normal subgroups with abelian factors of prime exponent. To each g, note which factor it lives in; if p is the exponent of that quotient do the same with g p , and so on. The result of this operation is the weight sequence of g. As in the case of p-groups, if G and H are linked subgroups of a finite solvable group, choose a chief series for L. Forming intersections with G and H, obtain series of normal subgroups of G and K and define the weight sequences in terms of these. It is easy to see that for each prescribed weight sequence w, the groups G and H have the same number of elements having weight sequence equal to w. Conversely assume that G and H are two finite solvable groups satisfying the above condition. One can easily see that | G | = | H |, that the two series have the same length and that the corresponding factors have the same orders. In particular G and H can be embedded in the same symmetric group as regular subgroups. The orbits of the subgroups in the series of G form a tree of imprimitivity blocks for the action of G. The normalizer of this block tree is the iterated wreath product of the symmetric groups acting on the factors of the series of G. Indeed G is contained in a smaller group W which is the iterated wreath product, with respect to the regular action, of the elementary abelian factors of the series of G. Since two such groups are conjugate in the symmetric group on | G | letters, we can assume that both G and H are subgroups of the same W . However in Section 5 we give an example in which G and H need not be linked in W for every choice of series for G and H as above. So we choose a larger iterated wreath product. Regard the elementary abelian group of order p k as the translation subgroup of the one-dimensional affine group A(p k ) over the Galois field F(p k ). Let L be the iterated wreath product of these affine groups acting on the factors of the series of G (and of H), then G and H are embedded in L as linked subgroups.
This result is part of my Ph.D. dissertation that has been written in Italian at the University of Trento under the supervision of Professor A. Caranti. I want to thank him for his assistance. I want also to thank the referee for his helpful suggestions for the revision of this paper and also for improving and shortening the arguments contained in Section 5.
Notation
Let G be a soluble group. An invariant series of G is a series of normal subgroups of G. Let
be an invariant series of G with abelian factors of prime exponent. Let V i be the quotient G i /G i−1 and p i the exponent of V i . We put also p 0 = 1. For every i = 1, . . . , n we denote by π i : G i → V i the projection on the quotient and we License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
The direct product D 1,n = V 1 × · · · × V n will be called the tangent space of G with respect to Σ. We will use the additive notation for the abelian groups V i and D 1,n .
We define also a restricted "exponential" function T : D 1,n → G by letting
It is easy to verify that the function T is bijective, with an inverse log : G → D 1,n .
If g ∈ G we define the weight of g with respect to the series {G i } n i=0 to be the nonnegative integer wt(g) = min{i | g ∈ G i }.
Wreath products of finite elementary abelian groups
Let A and B be two groups and let Y be a B-set; then B acts on A Y as an automorphism group by means of the coinduced action:
respect to the coinduced action. When Y is B itself seen as a B-space via the regular action, then we shall write, for short,
If A and B are groups acting respectively on the sets X and Y , then there exists a canonical action of
It is easy to see that this action is faithful if and only if X and Y are faithful respectively as an A-set and a B-set.
Lemma 2. Let A and B be two transitive permutation groups acting respectively
Moreover the fibers of the projection π Y : X × Y → Y are imprimitivity blocks and the kernel of the action of G on the set of the blocks is the base subgroup
Proof. The set Y is a G-set by letting y (b,f ) = y b . The projection π Y (x, y) = y is then a G-function and its fibers are trivially imprimitivity blocks for the G-action. The stabilizer of the fiber π −1 Y (y) is the subgroup
The next lemma is well known and the proof will be omitted. Lemma 3. Let A, B and C be permutation groups acting respectively on the sets X, Y and Z. Then the set-isomorphism (X × Y ) × Z ∼ = X × (Y × Z) yields an equivalence of permutation groups:
be a sequence of finite abelian groups of prime exponents p i = exp(V i ). Then we shall use the following notation
For short, we shall denote the group G 1,n by G n . The group G h,k is clearly a permutation group on D h,k .
yields an equivalence of permutation groups:
Proof. It is an inductive consequence of Lemma 3.
Moreover the following statements hold:
Proof. Points (i), (ii) and (iii) follow from Lemmas 4 and 2 applied to the groups
Hence, arguing by induction on k − h we obtain the result of statement (iv).
When h = 1 and k = n we put, for short, B j = M 1,j,n and V j = M j,j,n ≤ G n = G 1,n . Note that B j ≤ B j+1 and since G 1,n splits over B j so does B j+1 . The factor B j+1 /B j corresponds to V j+1 in the canonical isomorphism G j+1,n ∼ = G 1,n /B j , i.e. to the kernel of G j+1,n acting on F j+2,n . We then have B j+1 = V j+1 [B j ]. As a consequence we find the following equalities for k = 1, . . . , n:
Let g, g ∈ G n , by the previous equalities we can write g = m n · m n−1 · · · m 1 and g = m n · m n−1 · · · m 1 , with
which can be used to describe the group operation when the elements of G n are represented in the above form.
The invariant series of G n Ω : 1 = B 0 ≤ B 1 ≤ · · · ≤ B n = G n will be called the canonical series of G n . Its factor groups are the elementary abelian groups V k . The weight of an element of G n will always be computed with respect to this series. For h ≤ j ≤ k, denote the permutation representation given by the action of G h,k over F j,k ∼ = D j+1,k , described in point (ii) of the previous proposition, by ρ j,k : G h,k → G j+1,k and put also ρ h−1,k = id. Definition 6. We say that an element g ∈ G h,k is diagonal if, for all integers j such that h − 1 ≤ j < k, the group ρ j,k (g) is either a trivial or a semiregular subgroup of G j+1,k .
Proposition 7. Let 0 < s < n be two positive integers and g ∈ B s ≤ G n with g = 1.
Considering the decomposition G n = G s Ds+1,n G s+1,n and writing g = (1, a), with a : D s+1,n → G 1,s , the following are equivalent:
(ii) ⇒ (i). Let t ≤ s and k ∈ Z. Assume that B(v t+1 , . . . , v n ) is a block fixed g k , we have to show that ρ t,n (g k ) = 1. Since ρ s,n (g k ) = 1, without loss of generality we can assume that t ≤ s.
Let V be a finite abelian group of prime exponent p. Let φ: A V → V be the canonical projection. Proposition 8. With the above notation if g, g ∈ A V are such that φ(g) = 0, then the following are equivalent:
Proof. The only nontrivial implication is (ii) ⇒ (i). Assume (ii). Then there exists an element v ∈ V such that g p and (g p ) v are conjugate elements in the group A V . Let C p = φ(g) and write W = C p × W for a suitable subgroup W of V . Note that g,
, Lemma 2, it follows that g and g v are conjugate elements in C p [A V ], which implies that g and g are conjugate elements in A V .
Denote by G a finite soluble group with a given invariant series {G i } n i=0 such that V i = G i /G i−1 is abelian of exponent p i . The group G n acts on D 1,n = n i=1 V i , hence the set S(G) = G D1,n is a G n -set via the coinduced action. There exists a bijection between the set M (G), whose elements are n-tuples (T 1 , . . . , T n ) of restricted transversals T i : V i → G i , and the subset E(G) of S(G), whose elements are the restricted exponential functions. In fact the function ψ :
We define some new subgroups of G n . For i ≤ n put
We can then set E n = C n−1 C n−2 · · · C 1 ≤ G n . Lemma 9. Let T and T be two restricted exponential functions, then there exist elements m i ∈ C i , for i = 1, . . . , n − 1, such that, for all (v 1 , . . . , v n ) ∈ D 1,n , there holds
Proof. We argue by induction on the number n of factors of the series {G i } n i=0 . If n = 1 the claim is easily seen to be true. If n > 1, let T and T be elements of
Clearly f (E(G)) = E(G/G 1 ). By induction hypotheses there exist m i ∈ C i , for i = 2, . . . , n − 1, such that
for some function c : V 2 × · · · × V n → G 1 . The transversal T 1 : V 1 → G 1 is an isomorphism of abelian groups and it is the inverse function of the isomorphism π 1 : G 1 ∼ →V 1 . Since the sameIf, holds for T 1 , we have T 1 = T 1 . Let then m 1 = π 1 •c, then m 1 ∈ V 1 . If, for i = 2, . . . , n, we let v i = 0 in equation (5), then we find c(0, . . . , 0) = 1, so that m 1 is an element of C 1 . We then have
which is our claim.
Proposition 10. If T, T ∈ E(G), then there exists an element l ∈ E n such that, with respect to the coinduced action, T = T l .
Proof. Take l = m n−1 · · · m 1 , where m i ∈ C i are given in Lemma 9.
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The iterated Frobenius embedding
Assume that
is an exact sequence of groups, so that Q ∼ = G/K, and that K is a subgroup of a group R. It is known that it is possible to embed G in R Q [6] . Choose a restricted transversal T : Q → G of K in G, then the embedding is given by the formula T,R (g) = (π(g), f g ) where the function f g : Q → R is defined by f g (q) = T(q · π(g) −1 ) · g · (T(q)) −1 . If T ∈ E(G) we define the embedding θ T,i : G i → G i by recursion (see [7] ). Put
where, in defining Ti,Gi−1 , we think of G i−1 embedded in G i−1 via θ T,i−1 . The homomorphism θ T = θ T,n is called an iterated Frobenius embedding with respect to T, and it is a regular embedding of G in the permutation group G n acting on |G| points. In fact we have
Lemma 11. Assume that T: D 1,n → G is a restricted exponential function, then for all g ∈ G and for all d ∈ D 1,n , the equality T(d)g = T(d θ T(g) ) holds.
Proof. If n = 1, then D 1,1 = V 1 and T(d)g = T 1 (d + π 1 (g)) = T(d θ T (g) ). If n > 1 write d = (d, v n ), withd ∈ D 1,n−1 and v n ∈ V n , and putT(d) = T(d, 0). ThenT: D 1,n−1 → G n−1 is a restricted exponential function for G n−1 such that T(d, v n ) =T(d) T n (v n ) and θ T,n−1 = θT. Using induction on n we can assume that the lemma holds for the exponential functionT. Thus T(d)g =T(d)(T n (v n )g T n (v n + π n (g)) −1 ) T n (v n + π n (g)) =T(d θT (Tn(vn)g Tn(vn+πn(g)) −1 ) ) T n (v n + π n (g)) = T(d θT (Tn(vn)g Tn(vn+πn(g)) −1 ) , v n + π n (g))
where f (i) = θ T,n−1 (T n (i − π(g))g T n (i) −1 ).
Corollary 12. Let T, T ∈ E(G)
, then there exists an element l ∈ E n such that (θ T (g)) l = θ T (g) for all g ∈ G. Hence θ T (G) and θ T (G) are conjugate subgroups of G n .
Proof. Let l ∈ E n as in Proposition 10. For all d ∈ D 1,n and g ∈ G we have
Since T is injective and G n is faithful on D 1,n , the thesis follows.
If T ∈ E(G) and B(v j+1 , . . . , v n ) ∈ F j,n , with 1 ≤ j < n, is a permutation block for G n (see Proposition 5), then T(B(v j+1 , . . . , v n )) = G j T(0, . . . , 0, v j+1 , . . . , v n ) is a coset of G j in G. It is obvious that all such cosets can be described in this way. By Lemma 11 it follows that ρ j,n restricted to θ T (G) is the regular representation when j = 0 and it is equivalent to the representation of G acting on the cosets of G j in G, when 1 ≤ j < n. Since the subgroups G j are normal in G we have, as an immediate consequence, the following proposition.
Proposition 13. For all g ∈ G, the elements θ T (g) are diagonal in G n .
With the same argument we see that wt(θ T (g)) ≤ j if and only if θ T (g) ∈ ker(ρ j,n ) = B j i.e. g ∈ G j which is equivalent to wt(g) ≤ j. This can be stated as a proposition.
Proposition 14. wt(g) = wt(θ T (g)) for all g ∈ G.
Assume that G is a finite group and H ≤ G a subgroup, then the permutation character induced by H to G is denoted by 1 G H . We shall use the well known formula
where g G is the conjugacy class in G of the element g (see [4] ). An immediate consequence is the following lemma.
Lemma 15. Assume that G is a finite group and H, K ≤ G are subgroups. Then
We shall say, as in the introduction, that two subgroups H and K of a finite group G are linked in G if 1 G H = 1 G K . Let G be a finite group and Σ = {G i } n i=0 an invariant series of G with abelian factors G i /G i−1 of prime exponent p i . Let also p 0 = 1. If g ∈ G let i 1 = wt(g), and recursively define i k = wt(g pi 1 ...pi i−1 ). The sequence
is called the weight sequence of the element g with respect to Σ. 
Again by Lemma 15 every conjugacy class of L intersects G i and H i in the same number of elements.
with H and so the factors H i+1 /H i are abelian. We have also that the exponent of H i+1 mod M i is equal to the exponent of G i+1 mod M i , which is a prime integer. Hence {H i } n i=1 is a series of normal subgroups of H with abelian factors of prime exponent. Moreover, since | g L ∩ G | = | g L ∩ H | for all g ∈ G, there exists a bijection f : G → H such that f (g) is conjugate to g in L. Then, for all k ∈ Z, the element f (g) k is conjugate to g k in L. Hence wt(g k ) = wt(f(g) k ) = min i : g k ∈ M i , so f preserves the weight sequences.
Remark. With the notation as in the previous theorem it is easy to verify that g has the same weight sequence as f (g) if and only if for all k ∈ Z there holds wt(f (g k )) = wt(g k ). The sufficiency of the condition is trivial. Conversely assume that g and f (g) have the same weight sequence. Note that, if (k, p i1 ) = 1, then wt(g k ) = wt(g) = wt(h) = wt(h k ). Otherwise g k is a power of g pi 1 . Since clearly i 2 = wt(g pi 1 ) = wt(f(g) pi 1 ) then the claim follows by induction on wt(g).
Let V be a finite elementary abelian group of order q = p r , for some prime p and some positive integer r. V can be identified with the additive group of the Galois field F(q). The semidirect product A(q) = F(q) * [F(q)] acts faithfully on V as a one-dimensional affine group: x (a,b) = ax + b. For 1 ≤ j ≤ n let q j = |V j |; we can then form the iterated wreath product of permutation groups:
We shall put, by definition, A n = A 1,n .
The group A h,k is a permutation group over D h,k . Using Lemma 3 we find easily, for h ≤ i < k, that A h,k = A h,i D i+1,k A i+1,k . We shall denote again by ρ i,k : A h,k → A i+1,k the canonical projection, since it corresponds to the permutation representation of A h,k on the block system F i,k obtained reasoning as in Proposition 5.
Lemma 17. Let g and g be two diagonal elements having the same weight sequence. Then g and g are conjugate elements of A n .
Proof. If n = 1, then A(q 1 ) acts transitively on V 1 \ {0} by conjugation. Two elements g, g ∈ G 1 are then conjugate in A 1 if and only if they are both trivial or not, hence if and only if wt(g r ) = wt(g r ) for all r ∈ Z. We now assume that n > 1 and argue by induction on n. We consider two cases:
(a) wt(g) = wt(g ) < n, (b) wt(g) = wt(g ) = n.
In case (a) we show that g and g are conjugate in the base subgroup of A n = A n−1 Dn,n A(q n ). Let wt(g) = wt(g ) = h ≤ n − 1 < n, then g and g are in the kernel of the permutation representation ρ n−1,n . Write A n = A n−1 Dn,n A(q n ), then referring to such a decomposition, we can write g = (1, a) and g = (1, b) with a, b : D n,n → G t . By Proposition 7, the elements a(i) and b(i) are diagonal and wt(a(i) k ) = wt(b(i) k ), for all k ∈ Z. By the remark following Theorem 16, they satisfy the inductive hypotheses and there exist elements c(i) ∈ A n−1 such that a(i) c(i) = b(i). This defines a function c : D n,n → G t . Put h = (1, c), then g h = g . The element h, belonging to ker ρ n−1,n , is contained in the base subgroup of A n = A n−1 D n,n A(q n ).
In case (b) let g = (u, a) and g = (v, b), with u, v ∈ V n and a, b : V n → G n−1 . Choose an element l ∈ A(q n ) such that u l = v and put s = (l, 1), g = g s = (v, a l ). The element g , being conjugate to g, has the same weight sequence as g and g . Also φ(g ) = φ(g), where φ : G n → V n is the canonical projection. Consider the elements g pn and g pn . They are diagonal, by Proposition 7, and conjugate in the base subgroup of A n−1 A qn by case (a). Then there exists an element t ∈ A Vn n−1 in the base subgroup such that (g pn ) t = g pn . Since we have the inclusions A Vn n−1 ≤ A n−1 V n ≤ A n−1 Vn A(q n ) = A n we now apply Proposition 8 to the group A n−1 V n and its elements g t and g . We deduce that there exists an h ∈ A n−1 V n such that g sth = g th = g , and, since sth ∈ A n , the claim is proved.
be two invariant series with abelian factors of prime exponents respectively of the finite groups G and H. Assume that there exists a bijection f : G → H such that, for all g ∈ G, the elements g and f (g) have the same weight sequence with respect to the above series. Let T ∈ E(G) and T ∈ E(H) be two restricted exponential functions. Then θ T (G) and θ T (H) are linked in A n .
Proof. By Propositions 7, 13 and 14, the elements θ T (g) and θ T (f(g)) are conjugate in A n . Since f is a bijection, we find that each A n -conjugacy class intersects both θ T (G) and θ T (H) in the same number of elements. The thesis then follows from Lemma 15.
We can summarize what we have proved in the following theorem.
Theorem 19. Let G and H be two soluble finite groups, then the following are equivalent:
(i) There exists a finite soluble group L and embeddings σ :
of H with abelian factors of prime exponent and a bijection f : G → H such that, for all g ∈ G, the elements g and f (g) have the same weight sequence with respect to the series above.
A counterexample and some open questions
From the results contained in [1] it is easy to see that, if G and H are two nilpotent groups inducing the same permutation character in some nilpotent finite overgroup, that there exist central series,
. It would be interesting to know if the group G n works in place of A n also in solvable cases. In fact | G n | has the property of having the same prime divisors as | G |. The answer is no and we give a counterexample: there exist two solvable groups H and K which induce the same permutation character in a finite soluble group L having the same prime divisors of G and H, but for any choice of series {H i } n i=0 of H and {G i } n i=0 of G and respective restricted exponential functions T and T, we have By a result contained in [1] the groups S and T , having exponent p, induce the same permutation character to Q. Let V = F(7) 9 be the natural module for GL (9, 7) ,
. A direct counting argument shows:
be an invariant series of G with abelian factors of prime exponent and let j be the smallest index such that V ≤ G j . We want to show that V = G j . Assume, by contradiction, that 3 divides | G j |. Let W = V ∩ G j−1 and U be a 3-Sylow sequence of G j . Without loss of generality we may assume 1 = U = S ∩G j . Since V is a completely reducible U -module under conjugation, then V = W ⊕ X, where X = 0 by the minimality of j. Moreover G j /G j−1 is of prime exponent and contains an isomorphic copy of X. We deduce that U ≤ G j−1 . Let g ∈ X, then for all s ∈ U we see s g = s[s, g] ∈ G j−1 . Hence [s, g] ∈ W ∩ X = 0, and X is a trivial U -module. By the definition of S we see immediately that V has no trivial Z(S)-submodules, where Z(S) is the centre of S. So Z(S) ≤ U , and this contradicts the fact that in an extraspecial 3-group the centre is the unique minimal normal subgroup.
Let N be a normal subgroup of G, then the series 1 ≤ N ≤ G can be refined to a chief series of G. By the argument in the last paragraph, we deduce that either N ≤ V or V < N. In particular G has no normal subgroup of order 7.
Lemma 20. If g ∈ G 1 , then θ T (g) ∈ B 1 . As a function from D 2,n to V 1 , θ T (g) maps d to g T(0,d) −1 . In particular, it maps (0, . . . , 0) to g.
Proof. The claim is equivalent to
for all v 1 in V 1 . Since the exponential map is a bijection, the displayed equation is equivalent to
By Lemma 11 the left hand side is T(v 1 , d)g, that is, T 1 (v 1 ) T(0, d)g. The right hand side is T 1 (v 1 ) T 1 (g T(0,d) −1 ) T(0, d). Since T 1 is an identity map, this expression is equal to T 1 (v 1 ) T(0, d)g, which proves the equality.
Assume, by contradiction, that there exist series {G i } n i=0 of G and {H i } n i=0 of H with restricted exponential functions T and T such that 1 Gn θ T (G) = 1 Gn θ T (H) . We have seen that there exists an index j such that G j = V , and by Lemma 15, there is a bijection f : G → H such that θ T (f (g)) is conjugate to θ T (g) in G n , then | H j | = | G j |, and hence H j = V too.
Since H 1 ≤ V and T is abelian with F(7) as splitting field for T , the minimal normal subgroups of H contained in H 1 are all cyclic: let h 1 be one of them. We know from Lemma 20 that θ T (h 1 ) is a function from D 2,n to V 1 and all its values are H-conjugate to h 1 . Since h 1 is normal in H, all these values lie in h 1 : that is, θ T (h 1 ) ∈ h 1 D2,n . Suppose that h ∈ H and θ T (h) ∈ h 1 D2,n . By Proposition 14 (ii), h ∈ H 1 . Hence, by the last clause in Lemma 20, h is the value of θ T (h) at (0, . . . , 0), so that h ∈ h 1 . Thus the assumption θ T (h) ∈ h 1 D2,n implies that h ∈ h 1 : we have proved that θ T (H) ∩ h 1 D2,n = θ T (h 1 ) .
Since h 1 D2,n is normal in G n (being normalized by G 2,n and centralized by B 1 ), and since its intersection with θ T (H) has order 7, it follows from Lemma 15 that θ T (G) ∩ h 1 D2,n is a normal subgroup of order 7. This contradicts the fact that G has no normal subgroup of order 7, and so completes the proof.
In [1] , Section 4, there is an example of two p-groups H and K, that induce the same premutation character in some common finite overgroup but which cannot be embedded as linked subgroups of any finite p-group. Referring to that example the series 1 ≤ Ω 1 (H) ≤ H and 1 ≤ Ω 1 (K) ≤ K are invariant with abelian factors of exponent p (see [5] , page 324, for the definition of Ω 1 ). Note that any bijection f : H → K such that f (1) = 1 and f (Ω 1 (H)) = Ω 1 (K) preserves the weight sequences with respect to previous series. So H and K can be embedded as linked subgroups in a solvable finite group. So if H and K are linked p-subgroups of a solvable group they need not be linked subgroups of a finite p-group. This example leads to the open question: Q1. If G and H are linked p-subgroups of a finite group, must there exist a finite solvable group with linked subgroups isomorphic to G and H? More generally it would be interesting to know if it is sufficient to count the elements of all possible given orders of two finite groups to state that they can be embedded as linked subgroups in a solvable group. Indeed we do not have an analogous example as in [1] , Section 4, so we leave as open also the following: Q2. If G and H are linked solvable subgroups of a finite group, does there exist a finite solvable group with linked subgroups isomorphic to G and H?
